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Abstract. Image stylization refers to the process of transforming an input image
into a new one, while retaining its original content but in different styles. How-
ever, most existing works only support single-modal guidance, which is not ideal
for real-world applications. To tackle this limitation, we propose FreeStyler, a
flexible framework for image stylization that is capable of handling various input
scenarios. Our approach goes beyond the traditional approach of relying on con-
tent and style images to generate a stylized image and supports situations where
these references are absent. Specifically, in such cases, FreeStyler allows per-
forming the stylization through text or audio information. The core of FreeStyler
is a vector quantized style transfer framework that encodes content and style in-
formation into a shared discrete latent feature space, followed by a stylization
transformer for style fusion and an image decoder for stylized image reconstruc-
tion. To enable free-form stylization, we introduce a novel pseudo-paired token
predictor that can estimate tokens from varying input forms without the need
for additional text or audio data. Specifically, we leverage Contrastive Language-
Image Pre-training (CLIP) as prior knowledge to align discrete representations
across different modalities and train the framework using an image and pseudo
caption pair provided by Bootstrapping Language-Image Pre-training (BLIP).
Through qualitative and quantitative experiments, our method has demonstrated
superior performance compared to state-of-the-art stylization methods.

Keywords: Vector quantization · multi-modal stylization · image stylization ·
contrastive learning.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we study the problem of image stylization, which provides a convenient
way for amateurs to create vivid artwork without requiring professional skills. One as-
pect of image stylization work is style transfer, which aims to transform the semantic
texture of a style image into a given content image. Initially, Gatys et al. [11] employed
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Fig. 1: Multimodal guided stylization results generated by our method. In the first row,
we showcase images, text, or audio that serve as style information. The first column,
on the other hand, presents content information. This approach enables users to guide
the stylization process flexibly by selecting input modalities according to their specific
content and style preferences.

a pre-trained VGG network to accomplish style texture transfer by matching the Gram
matrices of the content and style images. Subsequent works [15, 37, 21, 42] have built
upon and improved this approach. Although these approaches can generate visually
appealing artworks by transferring styles of arbitrary artworks into real-world photos,
they necessitate the availability of both a reference style image and a content image.
However, we argue that this requirement may be impractical in many real-life scenar-
ios where content or style images are unavailable. Consider, for instance, situations
where users aim to transfer a specific texture style that only exists in their imagination,
without a corresponding content figure. Alternatively, they may lack artistic pictures to
stylize a particular photo. Furthermore, users may wish to provide content information
in the form of textual descriptions or sounds produced by objects, or convey style infor-
mation through texture descriptions or sound-to-color synesthesia, or even utilize both
modalities simultaneously. These scenarios pose significant challenges to style transfer
methods and present noteworthy complexities in image stylization tasks.

To address these challenges, we propose FreeStyler, a general and unified frame-
work for image stylization that explicitly decouples content and style information and
supports free-form modality guidance. The key component of FreeStyler is a vector
quantization module that bridges the application of style transfer across multi-modalities.
Our approach adopts a two-stage learning strategy. In the first stage, we develop a vector
quantized style transfer network that employs a shared weight encoder and codebook to
project information into a discrete and joint latent space. This is followed by a styliza-
tion transformer and decoder module to generate stylization results. In the second stage,
we train a pseudo-paired token predictor to reconstruct tokens from various input forms.
We leverage the strong prior knowledge of CLIP to align the space using an image and
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pseudo caption pair generated by BLIP. Figure 1 shows nine combinations of image,
text, and audio information used as content and style inputs. Additionally, our model
facilitates a range of applications, including mask-guided stylized inpainting and text-
driven stylized image editing. In this article, we highlight the results of text-to-image
and image-to-image stylization. For more examples, please refer to the supplementary
materials.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

– We propose FreeStyler, the first unified image stylization framework that supports
free-form multi-modal input as content or style guidance. FreeStyler is designed
to cater to a wide range of stylization application scenarios, offering users with
enhanced convenience and efficiency.

– To enable free-form multimodal control in image stylization, we present a vector
quantization-based approach proposed that establishes a discrete and joint latent
space for content and style. This is achieved through a combination of contrastive
and adversarial learning techniques. Additionally, we proposed pseudo-paired to-
ken predictor that uses a CLIP-based condition transformer to align features across
multiple modalities and train the model using an image and pseudo caption pair
generated by BLIP.

– Qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrate that our method can achieve
better results in both reference-guided image-to-image style transfer and text-guided
image stylization. Moreover, we show the editability of our approach through sev-
eral novel applications.

2 Related Work

Style transfer. Inspired by Gatys et al.[11], who defined the distance between two im-
ages in the feature space of the VGG network as a measure of style using Gram ma-
trices, several works[15, 37, 21] proposed training end-to-end models by incorporating
reasonable content and style constraints without optimization. After that, the arbitrary
style transfer (AST) problem has received increasing attention . Li et al. [22, 23] em-
ployed the whitening and coloring transform (WCT) method to migrate the distribution
of style features, further Yoo et al. [42] proposed a wavelet transform-based WCT to
improve the performance in realistic style transfer task. Huang et al.[14] introduced
Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN), which replaces the mean and standard devi-
ation of content features with those of style features. With the development of attention
mechanism, Park et al. [29] adopted a style-attentional network (SANet) that effectively
and flexibly decorates local style patterns based on the semantic spatial distribution of
content images. Chen et al. [2] proposed an internal-external and contrastive learn-
ing style transfer (IEST) algorithm incorporating two contrastive losses and Zhang et
al. [45] proposed CAST approach to address the problem of local distortion and incom-
plete styles guided by second-order statistics. Furthermore, The QuantArt method by
Huang et al. [13] utilizes vector quantization to discretize the latent representation of
generated artworks, allowing for flexible control over content preservation, style simi-
larity, and visual fidelity. Later, Liu et al.[28] proposed adaptive attention normalization
(AdaAttN) module to enhance visual quality and extend it for video style transfer. Deng
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et al. [5] employed a transformer-based style transfer framework instead of convolution
to focus on the relation of global features. Chen et al. [2] proposed an internal-external
and contrastive learning style transfer (IEST) algorithm incorporating two contrastive
losses and Zhang et al. [45] proposed CAST approach to address the problem of local
distortion and incomplete styles guided by second-order statistics. Furthermore, The
QuantArt method by Huang et al. [13] utilizes vector quantization to discretize the
latent representation of generated artworks, allowing for flexible control over content
preservation, style similarity, and visual fidelity.

In practice, users do not have access to reference style images but still want to
mimic a particular painter’s texture. Some work [27, 25] treated the works of the same
painters as a domain and control the results by attribute labels. Kwon et al. [17] pro-
posed CLIPstyler which allows users to enter text to change the style of the content
image. Meanwhile, Lee et al. [19] introduced LISA, which uses audio to locate and
edit images. However, existing frameworks do not support trimodal input of text, im-
ages, and audio, respectively, in the content and style aspects. Therefore, we propose a
generic framework to overcome this limitation.

Multimodal-to-image generation. The field of multimodal image generation encom-
passes two main areas: text-to-image generation and audio-to-image generation. The
former has been advancing rapidly with the introduction of large-scale pre-trained text-
image embedding models like CLIP [31] and the development of diffusion models.
However, the latter has received relatively less attention in comparison.

Early approaches to text-guided image generation involved training a convolutional
generator that directly predicts pixels from a given text embedding. Later, transformer-
based generators [7, 33, 9]that map text embeddings to discrete representations of im-
ages (VQGAN [9] or VQ-VAE [38, 34]) achieve significantly improvement on visual
quality. And then, diffusion models have been shown to be superior in image genera-
tion [6] and gradually take over the main position in digital art generation [12, 8, 35,
36, 32]. However, diffusion models have difficulty in generating an image of the spec-
ified content, which is consistent with the style of the painting based on a particular
painting. Although Kwon et al. [18] attempted to decouple the content and style of an
image, it is still a far cry from the performance of traditional style transfer. In terms
of audio-guided image generation, attempts have been made to combine wav2clip [40]
and VQGAN to generate audio-guided images. However, this area still requires further
research and development. Therefore, our approach combines transformer and CLIP to
enable users to input arbitrary, images, text and audio as content or style information.
Inspired by [39], we train a standard GPT transformer module using pseudo captions to
align space without the need for paired text-image data.

Vector-quantized image representation. The vector-quantized generative models, in-
cluding VQVAE [34, 38] and VQGAN [9], were originally designed to achieve compact
and efficient image modeling. VQVAE utilizes a vector-quantized autoencoder architec-
ture to represent images using a discrete set of tokens. Building upon VQVAE, VQGAN
further enhances the model with an adversarial learning scheme. By discretizing contin-
uous image features, these models offer several advantages, such as enabling smoother
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post-processing operations. This discretization also empowers the utilization of alter-
native modalities or expressions to guide the process of image generation, ultimately
resulting in more precise and personalized outcomes. In line with these advantages, our
approach leverages the power of discretization to expand the applications of style trans-
fer. By providing a more convenient and user-friendly framework, our method aims to
facilitate style transfer tasks and empower users with greater control and flexibility over
the generated results.
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Fig. 2: An overview of our method. It includes a VQGAN model to discretize features,
a stylization transformer for style fusion, as well as a condition transformer as the mul-
timodal input guidance module. There are two steps in the training stage: (1) The first
step is to train a vector quantization framework, which consists of a pretrained VQ-
GAN encoder and a codebook to quantize the image features. The stylized image is
then decoded and sent to two projection modules, which calculate the contrastive loss
for content and style respectively. (2) In the second step, we utilize BLIP to provide the
pseudo caption for each image and freeze all the modules except the condition trans-
former to learn the reconstruction of tokens under the CLIP constraint, allowing the
user to freely choose the input modality in the inference step.

3 Method

Our goal is to achieve image, text, or audio guided stylization in arbitrary domains for
both content and style. To achieve this, our proposed method follows two main steps:
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(1) training a vector quantized style transfer framework by contrastive and adversarial
learning. (2) training a multi-modal guided token predictor in a pseudo-paired approach.
Figure 2 illustrates the overall framework of our method.

3.1 Vector Quantization Framework

In our approach, we employ a vector quantization strategy to encode the features of the
input image. This strategy ensures a consistent representation between the image and
text modalities and makes it easier to construct and manipulate the content and style
space in their respective branches. Since all information is discretely represented, we
utilize a stylization transformer as an intermediate module to fuse the content and style
features. In the context of image style transfer, contrastive learning has been proved to
be effective [2]. In this technique, stylized images with the same style should exhibit
closer relationships in the style feature space compared to those with different styles.
Similarly, stylized images based on the same content should have higher content simi-
larity compared to those based on different content images. To enhance the decoupling
of content and style in the feature space, we introduce contrastive loss, which encour-
ages the desired separation and distinctiveness of content and style representations.

Vector quantization representation. First of all, we denote the content input image as
Ic ∈ RH×W×3 and the style input image as Is ∈ RH×W×3. A shared-weights encoder
E is applied to encode both content and style. Then, we construct a perceptually rich
codebook Z = {zk}Kk=1 ⊂ Rnz by adopting a strategy similar to VQGAN [9], where
nz is the dimension of code. In the subsequent training, we freeze the encoder E and
the codebook Z and only optimize the stylization transformer and the decoder G. We
use the weights of a pre-trained VQGAN as an initialization for the encoder E and the
codebook Z to reduce computational cost and to provide a good prior. Therefore, given
an input content image Ic and a style image Is, they are mapped into spatial embeddings
by the encoder and are then discretized to get zqc and zqs according to the codebook.

It is worth emphasizing that the primary objective of VQ-GAN during the training
stage is to reconstruct the original image while preserving its details. To ensure the best
reconstruction effect for both real and artistic domains, we carefully selected the pre-
trained model from the gallery4 based on its lowest reconstruction loss as our initial
loading checkpoint. This decision guarantees that image details are maintained during
the discretization process. In the initial training phase, we keep the encoder and code-
book fixed and focus on fine-tuning the remaining modules. We employ a domain dis-
criminator during this phase, which is different from the VQ-GAN discriminator. This
domain discriminator specifically enhances the artistic quality of the generated images.
It is noteworthy that existing methods similar to VQGAN-CLIP [3] utilize checkpoints
trained on ImageNet. Nevertheless, the artistic images generated using our approach
still produce satisfactory results. Consequently, using the same codebook does not de-
grade our generation performance.

4 https://github.com/CompVis/taming-transformers
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Fig. 3: Two important modules in the framework. (a) The Stylization transformer mod-
ule proposed for feature style transfer. (b) The contrastive loss used to learn the
stylization-to-stylization relations.

Stylization transformer. Discretized image features can be tokenized due to their language-
like properties, making transformers a natural choice for feature fusion modules. Recent
methods [5, 43] have demonstrated that transformer-based style transfer frameworks are
better at extracting and preserving global information than CNN-based frameworks. In
this work, we utilize a vanilla cross-attention transformer as the feature fusion module
backbone, injecting user-specified style information to modulate content signals.

As illustrated in Fig 3(a), we utilize two distinct transformer encoders to generate
domain-specific sequences for both content and style. Subsequently, a multi-layer trans-
former decoder is employed to stylize the content sequence by incorporating the style
sequence. This process involves taking the discretized features of the content image zqc
as the query (Q), while the discretized features of the style image zqs are considered as
the key (K) and value (V). Both of them are sent to the stylization transformer in dif-
ferent branches and appended the corresponded position embedding. Finally, we obtain
the stylized image Ics using the decoder G.

Contrastive learning. In recent years, contrastive learning has proved its superiority in
style transfer. For example, Chen et al. [2] adopt contrastive learning to enhance the
relations of multi-style-single-content and single-style-multi-content results neglected
by traditional style transfer methods and In order to improve the generation quality of
stylized images, we also leverage contrastive learning to improve the generation quality
of stylized images.

As shown in Fig 3(b), in each training batch, two different content images Ic1 ,
Ic2 , and two different style images Is1 , Is2 are processed. We generate all possible
combinations of content-style pairs and denote the corresponding results as Ic1s1 , Ic1s2 ,
Ic2s1 and Ic2s2 . We utilize a pre-trained VGG19 network as a base projection prior and
compute content and style similarity by feeding the features extracted from that into
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either a content projection network hc or a style projection network hs, comprising a
two-layer MLP. The content projection is denoted as lc = hc(ϕrelu4_1(∗)) and the style
projection as ls = hs(ϕrelu3_1(∗)), where ϕi denotes the i-th layer of features extracted
from the pre-trained VGG19 model. To simplify the notation, we set the features of
projection space as Ccisj = lc(Icisj ), and Scisj = ls(Icisj ). Our approach involves
first pushing the stylized image closer to the original content image and further away
from other content images in the content projection space, constructing a meaningful
and comparable distance space under relationship constraints from opposing directions.
The content contrastive loss can be defined as:

Lc_contra = − log(
exp(Cc1s1

T Cc1

τ )

exp(Cc1s1
T Cc1

τ ) + exp(Cc1s1
T Cc2

τ )
). (1)

where τ is a temperature parameter. At the same time, in the style projection space, we
employ the same strategy for style features. The style contrastive loss can be denoted
as:

Ls_contra = − log(
exp( Sc1s1T Ss1

τ )

exp( Sc1s1T Ss1
τ ) + exp( Sc1s1T Ss2

τ )
). (2)

Finally, we obtain the full contrastive loss Lcontra as below:

Lcontra = Lc_contra + Ls_contra. (3)

Network training. To ensure the generated results preserve the structure of content
branch and texture features of style branch, we construct two perceptual losses. Similar
to [11, 15, 1], we use the pre-trained VGG19 model to extract the features of the image
and calculate the content loss and style loss. The content loss and style loss is defined
as:

Lc =
1

Nl

Nl∑
i=0

∥ϕi(Ics)− ϕi(Ic)∥2 . (4)

where Nl denotes the total number of layers. In our experiments, we use features from
the layers of relu4_1 and relu5_1 with equal weights.

Meanwhile, the style loss is defined as:

Ls =
1

Nl

Nl∑
i=0

∥µ(ϕi(Ics))− µ(ϕi(Is))∥2

+
1

Nl

Nl∑
i=0

∥σ(ϕi(Ics))− σ(ϕi(Is))∥2 .

(5)

where µ and σ represent the mean and variance of the extracted features, respectively. In
our experiments, we use features from the layers of relu1_1, relu2_1, relu3_1, relu4_1,
and relu5_1 with equal weights.
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Similar to [24, 29, 46], we use identity loss terms to make network learning more
accurate and rich in content and style information, so that the generated results can
maintain more content structure and style features. Therefore, we ensure the similarity
in the aspects of pixel space and feature space. The identity loss in the pixel space can
be defined as:

Lidentity1 = ∥Icc − Ic∥2 + ∥Iss − Is∥2 . (6)

And the identity loss in the feature space is written as:

Lidentity2 =
1

Nl

Nl∑
i=0

∥ϕi(Icc)− ϕi(Ic)∥2

+
1

Nl

Nl∑
i=0

∥ϕi(Iss)− ϕi(Is)∥2 .

(7)

where Icc is the output image generated when both the content image and the style
image are Ic, and Iss is generated similarly using Is.

In addition, we use Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [11, 44] to align gener-
ated images with the distribution of input art images to learn the human perception of
style information, which consists of a generator G and a competing discriminator D.
We express the adversarial loss as:

Ladv = E[log(D(Is))] + E[log(1−D(Ics))]. (8)

So, the overall optimization objective of the model is demonstrated as:

Lstep_1 = λ1Lc + λ2Ls + λ3Lidentity1 + λ4Lidentity2

+ λ5Ladv + λ6Lcontra.
(9)

In our experiments, we set λ1 = 8, λ2 = 8, λ3 = 70, λ4 = 1, λ5 = 1 and λ6 = 2 to
balance different loss terms.

3.2 Pseudo-Paired Token Predictor

To support multimodal control in content and style branches, we adopt the CLIP en-
coder as a prior to align different modalities during pseudo-paired training. Specifi-
cally, we use a condition transformer to predict the token of the image based on the
high-level semantic information extracted by CLIP in an autoregressive manner, as in-
spired by [39]. Given an input image I , we obtain its embedding ec using the CLIP
image encoder and obtain the token s = Z(E(I)) of its discretization feature through
the encoder in the step 1. By using the condition transformer, we restore the original
image token, which we denote as s

′
. Using high-level semantic information from CLIP

as a guide, we obtain low-level spatial semantic information built from the codebook.
Therefore, to achieve our goal in this step, we aim to introduce a token reconstruction
loss to enhance the consistency between the original and reconstructed image tokens.
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The token reconstruction loss Lre_token is expressed based on the cross-entropy loss
LCE as below:

Lre_token = LCE(s, s
′
). (10)

To enhance the performance of image generation, we utilize BLIP to generate a
pseudo-caption for the input image I . We then generate the corresponding image I

′

t

using the network and calculate its similarity with the reconstructed image I
′
= G(s

′
)

in the CLIP space. Thus, we defined the similarity loss as follows:

Lclip =
∥∥∥E(I

′

t)− E(I
′
)
∥∥∥
2
. (11)

Thus, our overall loss in step 2 is demonstrated as:

Lstep_2 = λ7Lre_token + λ8Lclip. (12)

where λ7 = 1 and λ8 = 1000.

Content Style Ours QuartArtCAST StyTr2 StyleFormerIEST AdaAttNMCCNetArtFlowAdaIN

Fig. 4: Qualitative comparisons of image style transfer results with several state-of-the-
art methods.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation Details

In the first stage of our training process, we use MS-COCO [26] as the content dataset
and WikiArt [30] as the style dataset. During the training process, all images are first
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enlarged to 512x512 resolution and then randomly cropped to 256x256 size. We adopt
the Adam [16] optimizer and the warm-up adjustment strategy. Meanwhile, the learning
rate is set as 5e-4. Then, we train our model on 8 V100 machines with a batch size of 2
and set the number of full training rounds as 40 epochs. In the second stage, we use the
MS-COCO dataset as input and train the condition transformer about 200 epochs, the
learning rate is also set as 5e-4. We start Lclip after 50 epochs. In this article, we set a
standard GPT-2 model of 24 layers as the backbone of the condition transformer.

Baselines. For image style transfer, we compare our approach to AdaIN [14], Art-
Flow [1], MCCNet [4], AdaAttN [28], IEST [2], StyleFormer [41], StyTr2 [5], CAST [45]
and QuantArt [13]. All baselines are trained using publicly available implementations
with default configurations. For text-guided style transfer, we compare with three state-
of-the-art text-guided stylization methods, including CLIPstyler [17], VQGAN-CLIP [3]
and LDAST [10].

Fig. 5: Qualitative comparisons of text-guided image stylization results with several
state-of-the-art methods.
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4.2 Qualitative Results

Image Style Transfer We first show the visual results of qualitative comparison of our
method with state-of-the-art methods in Figure 4. The comparison shows the superior-
ity of Freestyler in terms of visual quality and all methods generate stylization images
under the same reference image guidance. The results of AdaIN [14] do not preserve
the style well and appear crack artifacts, resulting in poor quality of the generated re-
sults (e.g., the 3rd, 5thand 6th rows) and ArtFlow [1] may result in insufficient style
or inaccuracy (e.g., the 1stand 6th rows). MCCNet [4] can well preserve the content,
but there is often a problem of overflow around objects, namely halo artifacts (e.g., the
3rd, 6thand 7th rows). AdaAttN [28] cannot transfer some colors to the generated im-
age, so there will be a style gap between results and reference images (e.g., the 1st,
3rdand 5th rows). IEST [2] can generate high-quality stylization, but it has obvious
color distortion problems (e.g., the 1st, 3rdand 7th rows). StyleFormer [41] loses a lot
of detail information and generates a number of redundant colors (e.g., the 3rd, 5thand
6th rows). StyTr2 [5] can generate results with high fidelity, but the learning of style is
still difficult, and many colors and textures cannot be transferred (e.g., the 5th, 6thand
7th rows). CAST [45] has a great improvement on both style consistency and content
fidelity, however, for some special styles, it is hard to balance the relationship between
the style and content, and some detailed textures are distorted(e.g., the 2nd, 5thand 7th

rows). QuantArt [13] focuses more on preserving the details of the content, thus retain-
ing the style of many elements such as colors and textures (e.g., the 1st, 4thand 5th

rows).
In contrast, our method achieves high quality in both content fidelity and style learn-

ing, even with styles containing blank space or large color blocks. By using vector
quantization, our decoder only needs to learn a limited number of mapping relation-
ships, improving the quality of stylization images.

Text-Guided Image Stylization Figure 5 compares our text-guided stylization results
with existing baselines that use the same content input. Our method outperforms the
baselines in terms of overall quality. CLIPstyler [17] requires model finetuning for each
style, which is inconvenient and time-consuming. Additionally, it is challenging for
it to learn styles with color blocks (e.g., 1st and 2nd column). VQGAN-CLIP [3] is
also an optimization-based method, but its biggest drawback is that the content fidelity
gradually decreases as the number of optimization steps increases. In this study, we set
the number of optimization steps as 10 to strike a balance, but the content information
still cannot be retained as well as our method (e.g., 7th and 8th column). LDAST [10]
aims to learn the visual attributes or emotional effects of styles, but it lacks the ability
to understand a specific painting style. We observe poor performance in various cases
with descriptions from open domains.

In contrast, our method excels in transferring both artistic styles and intentions (e.g.,
underwater and autumn) effectively to the content image, resulting in visually appeal-
ing outcomes. Therefore, our method proficiently disentangles the content and style
in separate branches, allowing free-form inputs to guide the structure and texture ac-
cordingly. This enables the alignment of text and image features in the discrete space,
thereby generating stylized images closely aligned with the provided descriptions.
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Table 1: Statistical and quantitative comparison of inference time, content and style loss
value with state-of-the-art methods. The user study results show the average percent-
age where other methods perform better than ours in terms of overall quality, content
preservation, and style criteria. The best and second-best results are indicated in bold
and underlined, respectively.

Method Ours QuantArt [13] CAST [45] StyTr2 [5] StyleFormer [41] IEST [2] AdaAttN [28] MCCNet [4] ArtFlow [1] AdaIN [14]

Inference time(ms/image) 24 32 11 530 14 370 71 13 65 7
Content loss(Lc) 2.238 2.332 2.440 2.297 2.808 2.402 2.645 2.334 2.283 2.524

style loss(Ls) 2.098 2.520 2.488 1.425 2.303 2.662 1.958 1.687 2.169 1.560
SSIM 0.598 0.547 0.603 0.538 0.558 0.529 0.465 0.348 0.308 0.319

User Study
Content — 40.12% 31.88% 27.50% 44.38% 33.75% 34.38% 27.50% 51.25% 10.00%

Style — 21.86% 45.00% 43.75% 31.88% 17.50% 19.38% 40.00% 25.63% 18.13%
Overall — 33.78% 33.75% 30.00% 41.88% 23.75% 21.25% 30.00% 26.88% 12.50%

4.3 Quantitative Results

Image Style Transfer We present quantitative evaluation results in Table 1, including
style and content differences between the generated results and input images, and a
user survey assessing the quality of our approach. The first row shows the average
inference time of several style transfer methods, and the second and third rows display
content and style loss of different methods, respectively. The fourth row shows the
SSIM loss of different methods. We calculate content differences according to Eq. 4
and style differences according to Eq. 5 for each method. We generate 900 stylized
images by randomly selecting 30 style images and 30 content images. The discrete
feature representation derived from vector quantization enables us to achieve optimal
performance in measuring content loss, albeit at the expense of a slight loss in style
information. However, this does not have any significant impact on visual quality or
style similarity, as perceived by humans. In quantitative evaluation, we obtain relatively
low scores, striking a suitable balance between content fidelity and style similarity,
considering the trade-off between the two.

User study. We compare our method with nine state-of-the-art style transfer methods
to evaluate which method is more favored by humans. We invite 36 users to take part
in our survey, and for each participant, 50 questionnaires covering a pair of content and
style images are randomly presented, which includes the results of our method and one
of the other methods. Each user is asked to answer: (1) which result has better visual
quality overall (2) which stylization result preserves the content structure better, and (3)
which stylization result transfers style patterns more consistently. We show statistical
results in Table 1 and our method outperforms other methods in overall quality and style
consistency, achieving the second best result in content preservation.

Text-Guided Image Stylization

User study. We compare our method with the three state-of-the-art stylization methods
which support text-guided stylization. The questionnaire contains 29 questions in total,
and each question includes a result randomly from the four methods. The participants
need to rate from the following three aspects: (1) the content fidelity degree of the
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Table 2: The user study of text-guided image stylization in terms of overall quality,
content preservation, and style consistency, rating from 1-5. The best and second-best
results are highlighted in bold and underlined, respectively.

Method Ours CLIPstyler [17] VQGAN-CLIP [3] LDAST [10]

Content 4.301 4.354 2.656 3.801
Style 3.966 3.573 3.531 2.800

Overall 3.989 3.801 2.908 3.033

stylized result and the content image, (2) the similarity between the stylized result and
the style provided by text, and (3) the quality of the generation overall. Each problem
will be rated from 1 to 5. We collect 24 valid questionnaires, and we present the results
of the user survey in Table 2. The scores demonstrate that our method achieves better
results in style and overall quality than other methods. Compared to the CLIPstyler [17],
a slight drop occurs in content due to the lack of sufficient style strength. Generally, our
method beats other methods in most comparisons.

4.4 Ablation Study

Content Style w/o Ladv w/o Lcontra Full model

Fig. 6: Results of ablation study in step 1.

Step 1 To verify the effectiveness of our framework in step 1, we conduct ablation
experiments by removing the adversarial loss and contrastive loss, respectively. As de-
picted in Figure 6, we train a network without a discriminator, resulting in obvious
checkerboard effects and blurred images. It is difficult to learn the texture of the orig-
inal style, so the generated results are far from the brushstrokes of the reference style
image. In another experiment, we remove the entire contrastive loss, including content
and style contrastive loss. It is apparent that the generated images in the first row suf-
fer from poor content fidelity and exhibit gaps in color when compared with the style
reference images. Without the contrastive constraints, it is difficult to learn the texture
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Table 3: Quantitative results of ablation study in step 1.

Ladv Lcontra content loss(Lc)↓ style loss(Ls)↓ SSIM↑

% ! 2.561 2.443 0.501
! % 2.336 2.502 0.523
! ! 2.238 2.098 0.598

information of the style image. However, by incorporating the full set of losses, our
method can better retain the content information of the original content image while
faithfully transferring the texture and color of the style image. As shown in Table 3,
without Ladv and Lcontra, the Lc increased by 0.323 and 0.225, while the Ls increased
by 0.345 and 0.402. Additionally, the SSIM decreased by 0.097 and 0.075.

step 2 Moreover, to verify the effectiveness of our framework in step 2, we conduct
an ablation study by removing the clip loss and token reconstruction loss, respectively.
As depicted in Figure 7, it is apparent that certain words are missing in the stylization
results when the clip loss is excluded. For instance, the term "river" in the first line and
"autumn" in the second line are not accurately reproduced.

Content Style w/o Lclip Full model

Fig. 7: Results of ablation study in step 2.

4.5 Applications

Audio-guided image stylization. In addition to image and text-guided stylization, our
approach can also leverage the aligned image, text, and audio clip space [20] to encode
audio. Figure 8 shows the synesthetic effect of audio as style guidance. For instance,
the sound of fire leads to a predominantly red image, while the sound of wind produces
a hazy effect. Our method can also reflect the mood of the music into the style of the
image. Please refer to the supplementary material for more examples.
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Fig. 8: Results of music-guided image stylization. The mood of different music show
various visual effects.

ResultInput Style

Input Style ResultMask

Editing word

(a) Mask-guided stylized inpainting

(b) Text-driven stylized image editing

Fig. 9: Results of different novel applications.
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Mask-guided stylized inpainting. As shown in Figure 9(a), we can redraw some uninter-
esting areas by removing objects of the input image by mask and achieving stylization
with free-form guidance simultaneously.

Text-driven stylized image editing. As shown in Figure 9(b), we can achieve semantic
editing by assigning new text caption to specific area and stylization with free-form
guidance at the same time.

5 Limitations and future work

Although our method achieves high-quality results on stylization task for multi-modalities
input as content or style, there are still several technical issues that need to be addressed.
First of all, due to the limited number of tokens after quantization, it doesn’t hold up
very well for some painting styles or detailed strokes. However,we think it can be han-
dled by extending the number of tokens. Secondly, our method will produce some fail-
ure cases for explicit text guided stylization generation due to some minor misalignment
of content and style features in CLIP space. In the future, we will try to optimize our
model to solve the problem by applying better encoder. At the same time, taking advan-
tage of the quantization of features, there are many image editing operations that can be
realized, e.g., inpainting or outpainting.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a unified image stylization framework which explicitly de-
couples the content and style branch, and supports various input forms, allowing im-
age, text and audio as content and style information, respectively. The framework is
built on a vector quantized style transfer approach, with a stylization transformer to
fuse content and style information. Additionally, we incorporate a CLIP-based condi-
tional transformer to align the discrete representation of image, text, and audio modality.
Pesudo-paired token predictor is introduced and trained by image and pesudo caption
pair generated by BLIP to estimate the representation from multi-modalities. We be-
lieve that our framework, which relies on discrete representations of input modalities,
has the potential to be applied to other image processing tasks, and is worth exploring
in future research.
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